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The Department of Children, Seniors and Social Development (CSSD) is
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In Care Services and Placement Resources for Children and Youth, and
Youth Services.
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Editorial
Social Work: A Profession that Embraces
Diversity and Promotes Inclusion
BY DEANNE M. O’BRIEN
BA, MSW, RSW
Diversity and inclusion are deeprooted principles of social work and
foundational in our practice. Both
diversity and inclusion are vastly
incorporated in social work education.
The Canadian Association of Social
Workers (CASW) Code of Ethics, which
is core to social work, states that “social
workers recognize and respect the
diversity of Canadian society, taking
into account the breadth of differences
that exist among individuals, families,
groups and consistent with the rights
of others” (CASW, 2005). Social
workers throughout Newfoundland and
Labrador working in various areas of
practice navigate issues pertaining to
diversity every day. Given the nature of
our work, continued learning dedicated
to the promotion of diversity, inclusion,
and cultural competence is essential to
continue to enhance one’s practice.
As you are aware, the Newfoundland
and Labrador Association of Social
Workers (NLASW) provides an
abundance of educational and
professional resources which can
be easily accessed on the NLASW
website. The NLASW Standards of
Practice highlights respect for diversity
as being a core value of social work
practice. Diversity, inclusion, and
cultural competence are the fabric that
strengthens and enhances social work
practice across the province. When
visiting the NLASW website, you will
also find a listing of all upcoming
educational opportunities and events
available to social workers. During the
month of March, otherwise known
as Social Work Month, there will be
many events for social workers to
come together, engage in learning,
and celebrate our profession. By
sharing your experiences, networking
with others, and participating in

educational events, you join others in
the promotion of our profession. The
theme for Social Work Month 2020 is
United by Diversity, Strengthened by
Inclusion. The Editorial Committee for
Connecting Voices encourages all social
workers to take part in the activities
throughout March 2020.
In this edition of Connecting Voices,
you will find articles written by social
workers in diverse areas of practice
pertaining to ethics, advocacy, clinical
practice, community development,
service delivery, and policy and
program development. This edition
not only highlights new initiatives that
our colleagues are spearheading and
involved in, but further showcases
some of the impactful programs and
services that are offered throughout
the province. Amanda Collier provides
information on The Gathering Place
(TGP), a vital non-profit organization
in St. Johns that offers supportive
programming aimed at reducing risk
and improving quality of life for those
who are having difficulty getting
their basic needs met. This article
also highlights the work of registered
social worker, Lucille Brennan, who
in her role as Guest Support Lead,
is practicing grass roots social work.
Stefany Squires provides information
on ethical decision-making and
the ethical challenges that can be
experienced in social work practice.
Emma Duke writes about the Journey
Project, a partnership between the
Public Legal Information Association of

Newfoundland and Labrador and the
NL Sexual Assault Crisis and Prevention
Centre, providing support to people
who have experienced sexual violence.
Heather Roberts provides detailed
information on the Lilly Program which
is a housing program for youth. As
well, Erin Butler, Alex Powell, Heather
Hunt and Mary Fearon write about the
work of Thrive, established as a part
of NL’s Community Youth Network, to
address gaps in services available for
youth in the community. Aligned with
the promotion of social work practice
during the month of March and all
throughout the year, Kim Kelly captures
how social workers around the province
show their pride and promote the social
work profession in their workplaces.
These are only a snapshot of the great
articles you will read in this edition of
Connecting Voices.
Connecting Voices continues to provide
a forum through which registered social
workers from around the province
share information about their areas
of practice, unique knowledge and
experiences, while also demonstrating
their commitment to the profession.
We hope that you enjoy all of the
articles in this edition of Connecting
Voices and that you learn something
new about the exciting new initiatives
that our fellow colleagues are involved
in across the province. The Editorial
Committee encourages members
to consider submitting an article
to be published in a future edition.
Information on article submissions
can be found in the Connecting Voices
Writing Guidelines resource located
on the NLASW website.
Wishing you a healthy and happy
New Year!
REFERENCE
Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW).
(2005). Code of ethics. Ottawa, ON: CASW.
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Executive Director
20/20 Vision
BY LISA CROCKWELL MSW, RSW
Happy New Year! As we ring in the
third decade of this millennium, I am
keenly aware of the need to position
our organization for the future.
Throughout the past two decades,
Excellence in Social Work has been the
mission, now vision, of NLASW. What
will we see as we move forward?
The pursuit of excellence means that
the vision will always be relevant.
When initially developed, NLASW was
a brand-new organization beginning to
regulate the profession in NL. It was
moving from a professional association
to a regulatory body. At that time
only half of the provinces in Canada
regulated social work as a profession.
Now all ten have some form of
mandatory registration. Because of
title protection, today there is no such
thing in this country as an unregulated
social worker.
The early years were about building
a culture which understood that only
those with a social work degree from a
university accredited by the Canadian
Association for Social Work Education
or international equivalent could use
the title social worker or engage in
the practice of the profession. This is
important because in this province,
most social workers are employed in
positions not titled social worker and
are still practicing social work.
Excellence meant helping the public
to know what they could expect from
a social worker namely knowledge,
skill, ethics and accountability. It also
meant many conversations about
social work as a profession with a
diverse scope that practices in every

region of the province. Throughout this
time, we have grown in numbers and
almost tripled in size becoming one of
the largest professions in the province
after RNs and LPNs.
As an organization in the pursuit of
excellence, our vision drives us to
advance and promote ethical and
professional social work practice in the
public interest. That is why as social
workers you see a vast array of practice
resources and continuing education
opportunities intended to offer
guidance and support. It is also why
we are advancing quality assurance.
We believe in what is referred to as
smart regulation intervening only to
the degree necessary and upstream
regulation focusing on prevention.
We also believe that communication
is key both with social workers and
with other stakeholders. There are
many collaborative initiatives and
partnerships. A review of the current

NLASW Strategic Plan on our website
will illustrate these points.
We have also clarified our vision
knowing that we are not a dual
mandate organization but one with
an integrated mandate; understanding
that what is good for the public is
also good for the profession. As we
continue along this track we will reflect
on where we need to go next. One
example of a conversation on the
horizon is will “Association” continue to
be the best name for our organization?
In Canada, seven out of ten social work
regulatory organizations are referred
to as colleges. In Newfoundland
and Labrador, NLASW is the only
regulatory body with association in
its title. Does our name reflect the
breadth and depth of our integrated
mandate? We will approach this year
contemplating these and many other
questions as we continue to strive
for excellence and 20/20 vision.
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cover story continued

and well-being of children and youth;

The previous Children and Youth Care
and Protection (CYCP) Act included
a provision for a statutory review,
every five years, the first of which
commenced on June 30, 2016. From
June 30 to December 31, 2016, CSSD
conducted public consultations on
the statutory review and completed a
jurisdictional scan and review of child
welfare literature and best practices.
The legislative changes are based on
what we heard during the consultation
process and what we learned from our
research in order to improve services
to children, youth and families in
Newfoundland and Labrador. The new
CYFA replaced the CYCP Act on June
28, 2019. This new legislation is child
and youth centred, family focused and
culturally responsive and will have a
positive impact on improving service
delivery to children, youth and their
families.

• Identifying and supporting youth in
need of protection by increasing the
scope of the duty to report to include
youth, and by removing restrictions
so that all youth under a Youth
Services Agreement can receive
services until they reach the age of
21;

The purpose of the CYFA was
expanded “to promote the safety and
well-being of children and youth who
are in need of protective intervention
by offering, where available and
appropriate, services that are designed
to maintain, support and preserve the
family where it is in the best interests
of children and youth”(Children, Youth
and Families Act, 2019). Through
various programs and services, a range
of supports and services are provided
to children and youth who are in need
of protective intervention and their
families. All services provided under
the CYFA are the responsibility of
CSSD.
Highlights of the new CYFA include:
• Ensuring an enhanced focus on
maintaining children and youth in
their family homes by recognizing the
role of family in promoting the safety

• Expanding permanency options for
children and youth by establishing
a process so that children and
youth, who are declared in need of
protective intervention by a judge,
can be placed in the permanent
custody of a person, such as a relative
or other person significant to the
child or youth;
• Improving information sharing to
assist in the protection of children
and youth;
• Establishing a licensing and regulatory
framework for agencies, family-based
placement providers and residential
placement providers to increase
accountability and provide options to
increase the number of foster homes;
and
• Strengthening service delivery to
Indigenous children, youth and their
families by:
• requiring that notice of hearings
relating to the supervision and
custody of an Indigenous child
or Indigenous youth be served to
Indigenous representatives;
• establishing the ability for
Indigenous representatives of
prescribed Indigenous governments
or organizations to be heard in
court;
• requiring specific placement
considerations for Indigenous
children and Indigenous youth

who are in the care or custody of a
manager;
• r equiring that a cultural connection
plan for an Indigenous child or
Indigenous youth who is removed
from his or her family be included in
the plan that is filed with the court
for the Indigenous child or youth; and
• p roviding authority to delegate
functions and services under the
CYFA to an Indigenous government
or organization.
Overall, the CYFA is a comprehensive
and progressive piece of legislation,
which builds on the principles of the
former legislation to promote the
safety and well-being of children and
youth who are in need of protective
intervention.
For more information, please visit:
•T
 he new Protection and In Care
Policy and Procedures Manual (June
28, 2019): https://www.cssd.gov.
nl.ca/publications/pdf/childcare/
protection_care_policy_manual.pdf.
•T
 he new CYFA: https://www.
assembly.nl.ca/Legislation/sr/statutes/
c12-3.htm.
•T
 he updated Duty to Report Child
and Youth Abuse and Neglect
guidelines: https://www.cssd.gov.
nl.ca/childprotection/report.html.
If you have any questions or would
like further information regarding
the CYFA, please call 709-729-2094
or email kaylabeeso@gov.nl.ca to be
connected with Policy and Program
Development Specialists, Meghan
Calder or Erin Daley.
REFERENCE
Children, Youth and Families Act 2019 (NL) s.8
(Can). Retrieved from https://www.assembly.nl.ca/
Legislation/sr/statutes/c12-3.htm

Deadline for submission for the next edition
of Connecting Voices is May 1 • 2020
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Ethics
When a Client Challenges Your Ethics in Public…
BY STEFANY SQUIRES MSW, RSW
NLASW ETHICS COMMITTEE
A client comes to a walk-in counselling
clinic and learns he is assigned to you.
He tells you, in front of your colleagues
and other clients waiting, that he
does not want to see you because
you breached his confidentiality a
number of years ago. He also states
that he doesn’t want to discuss the
circumstances around same. You feel
quite shaken up.
Professionals in all disciplines will likely
encounter clients who are unhappy
with them or a service that was
provided. It could be said that this is
the burden of being a professional.
However, being accused of a breach
of ethics is one that social workers
take very seriously given the potential
impact on their professional reputation.
The above scenario was brought
forward for discussion at a recent
meeting of the Newfoundland and
Labrador Association of Social Workers
(NLASW) Ethics Committee and the
following points were noted:
• Refrain from reacting in the moment
and publicly engaging in a discussion
with the client.
• Maintain client confidentiality during
the interaction.
• Consult with a manager/supervisor
is recommended following the client
contact. Peer consultation could also
be helpful.
• Offer the client information on where
they can go to address their concerns
about a social worker or a service
they have received.
• Practice self-care which includes

addressing the personal impact
which can stem from these types of
situations (e.g. stress, compassion
fatigue, burnout, anger).
• Consult with one’s professional
liability insurer could also be
beneficial if the client continues to
challenge the social workers’ ethics or
practice.
Ethical decision-making is an integral
part of social work practice and critical
thinking and thoughtful reflection are
required. With regards to the scenario
above, the following sections of the
Canadian Association of Social Workers
(CASW) Code of Ethics (2005) and
Guidelines for Ethical Practice (2005)
would be helpful to reflect on:
Value 1 - Respect for the Inherent
Dignity and Worth of Persons
Guidelines for Ethical Practice
• Social workers maintain the best
interests of clients as a priority, with
due regard to the respective interests
of others (1.1.1).
• Social workers promote the selfdetermination and autonomy of
clients, actively encouraging them
to make informed decisions on their
own behalf (1.3.1).
• Social workers, at the earliest
opportunity, discuss with clients their
rights and responsibilities and provide
them with honest and accurate
information, including the right to
obtain a second opinion or to refuse
or cease service (1.3.4).
Value 2 - Service to Humanity
Guidelines for Ethical Practice
• Social workers remain open to
constructive comment on their
practice or behavior…and deal with

differences in ways that uphold the
principles of the Code of Ethics, the
Guidelines for Ethical Practice and the
honour of the social work profession
(3.3).
Value 3 - Integrity in
Professional Practice
Guidelines for Ethical Practice
• S ocial workers maintain appropriate
professional boundaries throughout
the course of the professional
relationship and after the professional
relationship (2.1.1).
Value 5 - Confidentiality in
Professional Practice
Guidelines for Ethical Practice
• S ocial workers take care to not
discuss confidential information in
public or semi-public areas such as
hallways, waiting rooms, elevators,
and restaurants (1.5.6).
• S ocial workers take appropriate steps
to address a breach of confidentiality
should it occur, with due care to the
values and principles of the Code,
the standards of their employer and
relevant regulatory body (1.5.13).
The social worker in the scenario
above would need to respect the
client’s desire not to discuss the issue
further even if they were curious
about the details of what confidential
information was allegedly shared.
Depending on the situation and
context, and if the client were open to
it, discussing the situation in private
might be appropriate. Ultimately the
social worker would put the client’s
interests first and redirect them to
where they could formally address
their concerns (e.g. with another
social worker, the manager of the
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organization, the NLASW) regardless of
whether the social worker agrees with
the client’s statements.
Social workers can benefit from
on-going consultations with peers,
managers and supervisors as part of
their regular professional practice and
such consultations are recommended
when dealing with these types of
situations. The hope is that this article
has given you the opportunity to
reflect on and think about how you
would handle a similar situation where

your ethics or practice is questioned.
In addition to the Code of Ethics, there
are several resources social workers
can use when working through ethical
issues in practice including the Ethical
Decision-Making Model developed by
the NLASW which can be accessed on
the NLASW website (www.nlasw.ca).
The NLASW Ethics Committee provides
consultation and feedback to members
on ethical issues. These consultations
are guided by the CASW Code of Ethics
(2005), Guidelines for Ethical Practice

(2005), NLASW Standards of Practice
(2018), the Social Workers Act (2010),
and other relevant legislation.
REFERENCES
Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW).
2005. Code of ethics. Ottawa, ON: Author.
Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW).
2005. Guidelines for ethical practice. Ottawa, ON:
Author.
Newfoundland and Labrador Association of Social
Workers (NLASW). 2015. Ethical decisionmaking in social work practice. St. John’s,
NL: Author.

Decision-Making and Professional Accountability:
A Roadmap for Navigating Dilemmas in Practice
\

Through a panel discussion, this session will explore how to apply ethical decision-making and professional judgment in real
time. Some of the questions that will be explored include:
• What factors should health care professionals reflect on when navigating dilemmas in practice?
• What are some of the professional, employer and ethical considerations?
• Are there legislative considerations that inform decisions "in the moment"?
• What standards, resources and models exist to support and guide professional decision-making?
• What is meant by professional accountability?

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 2020
2 p.m. - 4 p.m. (Island Time)

In-person: Health Sciences Centre, Main Auditorium OR
Webcast: http://www.nlasw.ca
No registration required. This event is offered free-of-charge in partnership with the College of Registered Nurses NL,
College of Licensed Practical Nurses NL and MUN School of Nursing.
Panel Presenters:
Mollie Butler RN, BScN, MPA, PhD, Regional Director Professional Practice and Indigenous Health, Eastern Health
Chris Kaposy PhD, Associate Professor of Bioethics, Memorial University Faculty of Medicine
Michelle Osmond RN, MS(N), Director of Regulatory Services/Director of Professional Conduct Review, CRNNL
Simone Pelley MSW, RSW, Private Practitioner in Gander, Chair of NLASW Ethics Committee
Gerrie Smith B.A., LL.B, Legislative Consultant, Department of Health and Community Services, Government of NL
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Topics
Continuous Quality Improvement and
Evaluation in Social Work Practice
BY MARK GRIFFIN BA, MSW, RSW, &
DEANNE M. O’BRIEN BA, MSW, RSW
Continuous Quality Improvement
(CQI) and evaluation is essential in
promoting excellence in social work
practice. Social workers around the
province demonstrate excellence in
practice evidenced by exemplary skill
and a commitment to the Canadian
Association of Social Workers (CASW)
(2005) Code of Ethics, which is the
foundation that guides our work.
Aligning with the Code of Ethics is
the quest for continued improvement
in service delivery. Programs and
services across our province are
continuously evolving with societal
trends and changes to better meet
the needs of individuals and groups
who require them. A part of this
continuous improvement and growth
is a systematic method of assessment
and evaluation to ensure programs and
services are meeting client needs and
that outcomes are achieved.
Casey Family Programs defines CQI
as, “the identification and analysis
of organizational strengths and
limitations using structured problemsolving that focuses on measuring
organizational outcomes and
performance” (as cited in Zuchowski,
Miles, Woods, & Tsey, 2017, p. 390).
This definition outlines both process
and targeted action. Through the
collection and analysis of data, a social
work organization implementing CQI
should proactively seek out areas of
improvement, learn from evidence,
apply solutions, and continue to
monitor for further improvement.

CQI presupposes that no matter how
well an organization is functioning,
improvement is possible, and
performance should be measured,
particularly with respect to how a
program or service is meeting the
needs of its service users.
Service users and employees are crucial
to a well-functioning CQI organization
and their active participation is
foundational for identifying problems
and implementing solutions. Social
workers practicing in quality assurance,
CQI, or change management have
likely had the experience of some of
the best solutions coming from those
who use the service and can readily
identify where improvement is needed.
Equally critical to the inclusion of
service user and employee voices in the
CQI process, is a cultural shift towards
systemic problem solving rather than a
focus on individual failings (Zuchowski,
Miles, Woods, & Tsey, 2017). One of
the central questions posed by CQI – Is

anyone better off? – ensures the focus
is appropriately at the system level
and helps to define what outcomes
to measure (Ahm, Carter, Reiman, &
Hartzel, 2017). The effective analysis
and evaluation of quantitative and
qualitative data, and the purposeful
utilization of CQI findings, can lead
to organizational improvement and
outcomes by revising practice, policies,
and procedures as needed (Ahm,
Carter, Reiman, & Hartzel, 2017).
Evaluation is defined by Fitzpatrick,
Sanders, and Worthern as,
“determining the worth or merit of
an evaluation object (whatever is
evaluated)” (2011, p. 7). This definition
has significance when evaluating
programs and services as evaluative
tools are used to determine to extent
to which activities contributed to
the intended program outcomes.
Evaluation also determines the extent
to which the program is meeting
its identified outcomes. As well, it
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supports the identification of strengths
and any service gaps. Excellence in
practice is validated when there is a
focus on improvement of program and
service delivery outcomes.
While there are many types of
evaluations, our focus is on defining
formative and summative evaluations,
two types of formal evaluations
commonly used, and how they are
utilized in social work practice settings.
The focus of a formative evaluation
is on the process of a program that
could include the implementation
of a program, internal procedures,
and program delivery. Summative
evaluations focus on the impact that a
program has, as well as, the outcome
of a program. Summative evaluations

also delve into whether or not the
program/service activities efficiently
and successfully contribute to the
expected outcomes.
Evaluation, both formal and informal,
is essential in social work practice,
especially in promoting and fostering
excellence. Evaluation is utilized
frequently in the profession of
social work; social workers, policy
development staff and managers are
involved in decision making regarding
programs, delivery of services, policies,
protocols and clients, on a daily basis.
These decisions and judgements are
based on both informal and formal
evaluations. Formal systemized
evaluations, that include the collection
and analysis of data (both qualitative

CTRI Workshops
are approved by

ASWB

and quantitative), and the development
of logic models and accountability
frameworks, is subsequently used
to improve programs, practices and
service delivery models (Fitzpatrick
et al. 2011).
REFERENCES
Ahn, H., Carter, L. M., Reiman, S., & Hartzel, S. (2017).
Development of a quality assurance and continuous
quality improvement (CQI) model in public child
welfare systems. Journal of Public Child Welfare, 11(2),
166-189.
Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW).
(2005) Code of Ethics. Ottawa, ON: CASW
Fitzpatrick, J.L., Sanders, J.R., Worthern, B.R. (2011)
Program Evaluation Alternative Approaches and
Practical Guidelines (4th ed.). New Jersey, Person
Education, Inc.
Zuchowski, I., Miles, D., Woods, C., & Tsey, K. (2017).
Continuous quality improvement processes in child
protection: A systematic literature review.
Research on Social Work Practice, 29(4),
389-400.

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR
PUBLIC WORKSHOPS & NATIONAL EVENTS

WINTER-SPRING 2020

(Association of Social Work Boards)

COUNSELLING INSIGHTS
WINNIPEG
CONFERENCE
March 5-6

Are you looking for support to be able to help
the people you are working with? If so, we
hope you will join other helpers, caregivers, and
counsellors for two or three days of inspirational
speakers and sessions. Learning from others in
roles similar to your
own is a key way of
finding inspiration
and guidance.
Please visit our
website for details.

GENDER AND SEXUAL
DIVERSITY IN YOUTH
Toronto: March 30-31
For details and to register,
please visit our website.

Walking Through Grief–Helping Others Deal with Loss
St. John's: February 27-28

This workshop is designed to give helpers an increased awareness of the dynamics of
grief, and to provide tools and strategies to best support someone who is grieving.

Anxiety in Children and Youth–Practical Intervention Strategies
St. John's: March 7

This workshop provides a diverse range of skills that can be taught and practiced with
children and youth to expand their capacity for managing anxiety.

Mindfulness Counselling Strategies–Activating Compassion and Regulation
St. John's: April 2-3

This workshop teaches mindfulness, regulation, and activation strategies meant to
promote compassionate self-awareness and emotional balance.

Trauma-Informed Care–Building a Culture of Strength
St. John's: April 24

This workshop explores how to build a trauma-informed culture in a workplace setting
that integrates knowledge throughout the organization.

Critical Incident Group Debriefing
St. John's: May 14

This workshop explores the Critical Incident Group Debriefing (CIGD) process as a
method for lessening the likelihood of people experiencing symptoms of trauma and
stress after a critical incident.
info@ctrinstitute.com

www.ctrinstitute.com

877.353.3205
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Initiatives
The Journey Project: Strengthening Justice
Supports for Survivors of Sexual Violence
BY EMMA DUKE BSW, RSW
BACKGROUND
Sexual assault is a pervasive issue in
Canada and the least likely crime to
be reported to police (Department of
Justice Canada, 2019). Underreporting
occurs because people often experience
re-victimization and secondary
wounding at every stage of the criminal
justice process (Craig, 2018; Haskell &
Randall, 2019). Additionally, there are
limited trauma-informed legal supports
available for survivors of sexual assault
who are engaged with the criminal
justice system.
WHO WE ARE
The Journey Project is a partnership
between the Public Legal Information
Association of Newfoundland
and Labrador (PLIAN) and the
Newfoundland and Labrador Sexual
Assault Crisis and Prevention Centre
(NLSACPC). Since its inception in 2017,
the Journey Project has been providing
supportive services to people who have
experienced sexual violence. Provincial
in scope, it is the first partnership of its
kind in Canada.
The Journey Project consists of an
Oversight Committee and a team
of three Legal Support Navigators.
The navigators provide traumainformed case management, system
navigation and legal information
for survivors of sexual violence.
Additionally, the support team can
provide accompaniments to court,
legal appointments, the hospital
and police station when practicable,
given we are located in St. John’s.
Programming is delivered with an
inclusion lens to ensure participants
receive equitable services. Additionally,
the team facilitates trauma-informed
practice workshops to justice system

stakeholders, service providers, and
community members throughout the
province. In 2019, we travelled to Nain,
Hopedale, and Happy Valley-Goose
Bay to hold legal clinics for survivors
of sexual violence, and staff regularly
travel throughout the province to
deliver information sessions.
OUR PROGRAMS
The Journey Project launched the Sexual
Violence Legal Support Service (SVLSS)
in June 2018. This program is currently
available to any person, aged 16 and
older, living in Newfoundland and
Labrador (NL) who have experienced
sexual violence in the province. It is
also available to those who are living
outside the province but experienced an
incident of sexual violence in NL. Eligible
participants can receive up to four hours
of free legal advice from participating
lawyers registered with the program.
This can include information about what
to expect in the criminal justice system,
information about other legal options
to help a survivor choose what is best in
their situation, relevant case law, things
to consider when talking to police, what
to do about a historical sexual assault,
the possibility of a civil lawsuit, or any
limitation periods.
Third-Party Reporting launched in
September 2019. This pilot program
was developed with multiple
community partners to provide an
alternative option for survivors of sexual
assault to make a statement about an
incident or incidents of sexual assault.
The program is administered through
the Journey Project. It is not meant
to replace a formal investigation or a
911 emergency call. The program is a
last resort, alternative option for sexual
assault survivors who are not ready to
report directly to the police and start
a formal investigation, but do want

information about a sexual assault
incident, including any description of
the perpetrator, recorded and passed on
to police. Third-Party Reporting should
not be utilized in cases where a specific
person is in immediate danger of death
or serious bodily harm, if the person is
a child or youth under the age of 18 or
a vulnerable adult, or in cases of sexual
assault involving an intimate partner
or close family member. All reports
must be made in person at the Journey
Project office in St. John’s.
Our newest program development is
aimed at providing legal support for
people who have experienced sexual
harassment in their workplace. The
project includes funding to provide
free legal advice to clients through
the SVLSS and to develop and deliver
public legal education and information
materials related to sexual harassment
in the workplace.
IMPACT
To date, we have supported over 100
clients through the SVLSS and referred
77 to lawyers for free legal advice. We
have lawyers registered with the SVLSS
who practice criminal law, civil law,
labour & employment, human rights,
immigration, family law, and other
areas. The Journey Project is survivorcentered, survivor-informed, and
constantly evolving to better meet the
needs of the people we support.
REFERENCES
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Happenings
Stop now and plan:
The SNAP Program and My Student Experience
BY LAUREN PEARCEY
BSW STUDENT,
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY
The SNAP® Program is part of Key
Assets Newfoundland and Labrador.
Key Assets Group of companies is an
international organization dedicated to
creating positive and lasting outcomes
for young people, families and
communities. SNAP® was developed
in 1985 by the Child Development
Institute, an accredited children’s
mental health organization in Toronto.
This program has now grown into an
internationally recognized model for
teaching children and their caregiver’s
effective emotion-regulation, selfcontrol and problem solving strategies.
SNAP® stands for STOP NOW AND
PLAN. It is an evidence-based model
that focuses on cognitive-behavioral
therapy to help children and their
caregivers reduce stress, regulate their
emotions to ‘keep problems small’,
develop coping skills and create positive
relationships.
SNAP® Boys and SNAP® Girls programs
are designed for children ages 6-11
who are engaging in aggressive, antisocial behavior and/or have come into
contact with authority figures at school
or in the community. Children attend
a 13-week gender-specific group, while
their caregivers meet concurrently to
learn SNAP® Parenting. The children
learn how to use SNAP® in different
situations through engaging activities,
discussions, role-play and interactive
games. Caregivers learn how to model
SNAP’s self-regulation techniques
as well as parenting strategies
that promote positive behaviours.
Caregivers are asked to engage in
group activities, share experiences, and
complete goal rating and homework

activities each week. This group
provides caregivers with an opportunity
to make connections with other families
who face similar challenges.
Boys and girls experiencing serious
behavioral problems at home, school,
and in the community can be referred
to SNAP®. Behaviors may include
physical or verbal aggression, difficultly
with family relationships, lying and
stealing, bullying behavior, vandalizing
or damaging property, difficulty
creating or maintaining healthy
relationships, and lack of self-control
and problem-solving skills. Experienced
and highly trained staff work with each
family involved in the SNAP® program
to assess challenges and problems to
develop an action plan. SNAP® offers
individual support to children and
caregivers to help them enhance the
SNAP® skills learned in group. The staff
within SNAP® collaborate with schools
and also work with families in their
home to offer support.
SNAP® also has a weekly tutoring
homework club, which is offered to
SNAP® children functioning below
grade level. The ‘Girls Growing Up
Healthy’ group is offered to SNAP®
female caregivers and girls ages 9 and
up. This group focuses on relationship
building, communication, as well as
physical and sexual health information
for those who have graduated from
SNAP®. The SNAP® Boys graduates
are offered ‘Leaders In Training’ groups
to continue their connection with the
program. Successful SNAP® graduates
can return as peer mentors in both the
children’s and parent’s groups.
I am a third year BSW student at
Memorial University, and I have had
the opportunity to help facilitate a
13-week SNAP® Parenting Group

and to support the free childcare for
SNAP® siblings. Each week we roleplay within the parent group to help all
caregivers identify triggers, thoughts,
body cues, feelings, and reactions so
parents can utilize their SNAP® skills
in challenging situations at home. By
role-playing realistic scenarios, group
members become more mindful
about their thoughts, feelings and
behaviors. As group facilitators, we
constantly utilize the skill of active
listening while all group members share
their opinions, beliefs, experiences,
and feelings. Facilitators also use the
skill of goal setting. During SNAP®
Parenting group each week, we work
together to assist the parents in setting
goals for themselves. Together we
discuss presenting behaviors with
the caregivers. However rather than
focusing on the child’s behaviours, we
support caregivers to identify a goal
regarding their own response towards
their children. We also use the skill
of giving information. We provide
resources for the carers and answer
any questions they may ask. The
SNAP® program is a great resource for
caregivers and children.
Working with such a highly motivated
and encouraging team has been an
incredible experience. Listening to
the caregivers share their new positive
experiences about their children is
extremely rewarding. The SNAP®
program has made tremendous positive
impacts on numerous families within St.
John’s Metro region.
To make a referral or help a family to
self-refer please see https://keyassetsnl.
ca/snap-stop-now-and-plan/. More
information on SNAP is also available
at https://childdevelop.ca/snap/
home.
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Community
Thrive – A Collaborative, Community Approach
BY ERIN BUTLER BSW, RSW,
ALEX POWELL BSW, RSW,
HEATHER HUNT BSW, RSW &
MARY FEARON, MSW, RSW
Thrive was established in 2001 as a
part of the province of Newfoundland
and Labrador’s Community Youth
Networks. We are an umbrella
organization that works with the
community to address gaps in services;
build community partnerships; increase
awareness of existing programs and
services; and conduct outreach to our
most marginalized individuals. Our
vision of meeting vulnerable individuals
where they are, helping them go where
they want to go, and supporting them
to be who they want to be is aligned
with the core principles and values of
social work as a profession, as respect
for the inherent dignity and worth of
persons is at the core of everything
we do. The social work profession
permeates programming and services
through our values, ethics, staff and
students.
Thrive’s Programming
and Services
Street Reach is a grassroots outreach
service which is guided by the principle
of harm reduction and has two main
components: outreach and followup support. The program has been
in operation since 2005. However,
in recent years Street Reach has
experienced significant growth
and an increased demand for our
service. Street Reach operates as a
low to no barrier program with no
age restrictions or referral process,
which makes us unique within the
community. We support marginalized
individuals and populations through
daily drop in service, a weekly hot
meal, ongoing systems navigation

and individualized support services.
Street Reach is also a partner of
AIDS Committee of Newfoundland
and Labrador (ACNL) and a satellite
site for Safe Works Access Program
(SWAP). The program has a dedicated
staff, several of whom are registered
social workers, and a volunteer base of
approximately 50 individuals.
The Individual Support Coordinator
(ISC) role was created in 2012 to build
relationships with participants who
present with complex needs and who
are experiencing housing instability,
homelessness, or rooflessness. This
position is responsible for coordinating
support plans and offering holistic
supports. Plans developed are
comprehensive, realistic, creative
and guided by the input and needs
of participants. The ISC oversees the
referral process to external services,
and liaises with agencies and support
networks involved with the participant
to ensure coordination of services
and supports. Often, the participants
supported through the ISC have no
other connections in the community,
or have a strained relationship with
supports in place, and some bridge
building is required. Service exclusion
from other agencies is a challenge
sometimes faced by participants, and
the ISC will strive to reconnect the
individual in a safe manner, or create
new opportunities for connection.
The Educational Initiatives are
programs that are intended for youth
16 to 29 who have disengaged from
the traditional school system for a
variety of reasons, whether because
of differences in learning, social
challenges, or other factors. We
offer two programs: Youth at Promise

and Springboard GED. Youth at
Promise is a foundational literacy and
numeracy program intended to build
on existing skills in order to access
further educational opportunities.
The Springboard GED program assists
youth aged 18 and over to complete
their high school equivalency by
providing support and preparation
for the GED exam. Both programs
embrace a strengths-based, trauma
informed perspective with the focus
remaining on the learners’ strengths
and right to self-determination.
In addition to two learning facilitators,
the education team also includes
an Outreach Coordinator. This
role includes completing intake
assessments with all referrals, offering
support in navigating systems, offering
advocacy work related to learners’
unique needs, completing referrals
to external services, and helping to
provide items to meet learners’ basic
needs.
The Blue Door program is a low
barrier program designed to support
individuals, inclusive of gender or
sexual orientation who are primarily
between the ages of 14-29, as they
exit sex trade activities and/or sexually
exploitive situations including sex
trafficking. The program started in
2017 in response to an increased
number of sexual exploited individuals
in St. John’s and a lack of support for
those who self-identify as wanting
to exit sex trade activities. The term
sex trade is inclusive and respectful
of experiences and represents
the whole continuum including
survival sex, exploitation and sex
work. Experiences do not always
fit into specific categories and the
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participants can define experiences
in what ever way they wish. The
program offers intensive individualized
supports to address barriers to the
exiting process. The team includes 3
support-coordinators, a teacher and a
counsellor who offer flexible services

and strive to meet participants where
they are.
In addition to Street Reach,
Educational Initiatives and Blue Door,
Thrive is the host organization of
CASEY (Coalition Against the Sexual
Exploitation of Youth) and offers

professional development and training
opportunities within the community.
Further information regarding these
initiatives, the aforementioned
programs or how to become involved
can be found on our website at
www.thrivecyn.ca.

Perspectives
Five Monkeys: A Story About Change
BY HENRY KIELLEY MSW, RSW

As social workers, we are committed to
providing the highest quality services.
Regardless of where you practice, you
work hard every day with people who
are also working hard every day to
improve their lives, heal, and be the
best version of themselves possible.
While we frequently catch people at
their most vulnerable, we go about
seeking programs and supports to
address those vulnerabilities. At
times this can much like boxing with
gardening gloves, causing frustration for
us and our clients.
A client’s limited or diminished capacity
to decide is one of the vulnerabilities
we may encounter in our work. As a
registered social worker currently in
the role of provincial director of adult
protection, it is a concept I wrestle
with on a daily basis: Does this
individual understand and appreciate
the risk in this situation? Does this
individual have enough information
about their circumstance to make a
decision? How can I be satisfied that
this person should no longer have the
right to decide X? How can I best help
this person maintain as much of their
autonomy as possible? These questions
are by no means reserved for a social
worker in this role, but in all roles.
We conduct our practice first and
foremost with the informed consent of
our client(s). But as a person’s ability

to understand and appreciate decisions
and risk diminishes, so does their ability
to provide informed consent. Consent
is a continuum that includes informed
consent, assent, lack of disagreement,
powers of attorney, supported decision
makers, and substitute decision makers.
Everyone has the right to be treated
with dignity and kindness. We expect
this for ourselves and others; although
the reality is far from that sometimes.
Sometimes society can be quick to
label people and to take away their
right to make decisions. Those are the
moments when it can be very hard to
maintain focus on the other’s inherent
dignity and worth, but those are also
the moments that make life interesting
and careers fulfilling. As social workers
we continue to advocate for our clients
and promote client self-determination
to the greatest extent possible. Within
the adult protection world, we assess
capacity in interdisciplinary teams,
providing that adequate triggers are
present. All adults are presumed to
have capacity, and the onus is on us to
prove incapacity.
Sometimes the systems in which we
operate can be challenging and we
feel the need to conform to the status
quo and how things have always been
done. The anecdotal story about
an experiment with five monkeys
provides an analogy for this. A cage
with a bunch of bananas at the top of

a ladder in the middle was constructed.
Instinctively, the monkeys went for
the bananas immediately, only to be
sprayed with a water hose. They were
quickly conditioned to not go near
the ladder. Once the five monkeys
stopped approaching the ladder, one
of the monkeys was swapped out.
Instinctively, this monkey sprinted for
the ladder only to be pulled down by
his cage mates. This new monkey was
confused but conformed. Eventually
all the original monkeys were replaced
until five new monkeys were in the
cage, none of whom would approach
the ladder. This story speaks to the
situations and systems that can
sometimes be found in organizations
(and before anyone takes offense, I’ve
been at least four of those monkeys
and one of the bananas in that story
over the course of my career). Yet
we continue to move forward in our
work to provide services in the best
interest of clients. Part of this journey
is being aware of our own physical
and mental well-being and engaging
in self-care. The other part is looking
for opportunities to inform systematic
change and being part of the solution.
I hope we all continue to find
opportunities to be part of this
important discussion about dignity,
autonomy, capacity to decide and
system change. Feel free to contact me
with any thoughts or questions:
kielley@gmail.com.
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Practice

The Lilly Program
BY HEATHER ROBERTS BSW, RSW

Youth homelessness is a persistent
and growing problem throughout
Newfoundland and Labrador. It is
estimated that 30% of the homeless
population in St. John’s are youth
between the ages of 16-24 (Choices
for Youth, 2019). Many of the youth
who become homeless, or who are at
imminent risk of becoming homeless,
may have had experiences that include:
family breakdown, childhood trauma,
substance misuse, mental illness,
poverty, extreme forms of violence
and abuse, disrupted education and
involvement with child protection and
other systems. The majority of youth
who are homeless have had many
of these experiences concurrently.
Unfortunately, these experiences often
leave youth lacking the most basic
life skills necessary to navigate an
increasingly challenging adult world.
According to Gaetz (2014), two specific
groups that are overrepresented in
homeless youth and at-risk populations
are those who identify as lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgendered or transsexual
(LGBTTQ) and youth who are
Aboriginal.

Choices for Youth is a youth serving
organization that is working to
eliminate youth homelessness in
Newfoundland and Labrador through
a unified and integrated approach
between the community and
government. I have worked at Choices
for Youth for the past 13 years. I am
the Program Coordinator for the Lilly,
which is one of their housing programs.

The Lilly is a unique 14-unit transitional
housing program for youth between
the ages of 16-24 who are in need of
housing, open to receiving support,
willing to engage in the program and
identify they are ready to work on their
education and employment goals.
The Lilly has an incredible team of
professionals with varying educational
backgrounds who provide 24/7 support
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to both current and former youth.
Myself and another registered social
worker on staff bring a social work
lens to our work which helps ensure
we are adhering to the Canadian
Association of Social Workers (CASW)
Code of Ethics. The value of Integrity
in Professional Practice helps us
maintain a high level of professional
conduct by acting honestly and
responsibly, and promoting the
values of the profession (Canadian
Association of Social Workers, 2005).
We understand our responsibility is
to establish and maintain professional
relationships with the youth who live
at the Lilly. We are also a dedicated
Field Education Site for Social Work
students of Memorial University’s
School of Social Work. We provide
field instruction to BSW students to
help teach the connection between
community work and more traditional
or clinical social work roles.
At the Lilly, we work from a trauma
informed, strengths-based approach
and recognize that the youth we
are working with are the experts in
their lives. We are committed to
fostering their independence and
we uphold their inherent dignity
and worth by meeting them where
they are and respecting their right to
self determination. The social work

assessment that I complete during the
referral process supports this approach.
It provides a safe space for youth to
share their own narrative, have agency
over their lives and develop their
individual support plan while living at
the Lilly.
The Lilly team has a strong
commitment to social justice. We
understand the importance of
connecting youth to their community,
resources, and services that will
nurture their overall development. We
provide support and opportunities to
participate in community events that
enables them to have their voices
heard on a larger, macro level. One
such opportunity was The Youth
Leadership Council. This council was
formed at the Lilly and has since
become one of the many programs at
Choices for Youth. In addition, staff
supported two youth to develop and
present their own lived experience
harm reduction presentation on
self-injury to various community
and government agencies. We also
recognize the importance of providing
space for youth to inform and give
feedback on the in-house programming
we offer at the Lilly to ensure that we
are innovative and adapting to meet
their ever-changing needs.

Working at the Lilly is quite different
from other social work positions I
have held. Working in a residential
setting, where I find myself essentially
working in someone’s home, has
definitely given me a new perspective
on meeting people where they are
and has strengthened my knowledge,
skills and pride in the profession. I
have had the privilege of sharing
space and working with some of the
most resilient, incredible youth in
this province. They have taught and
challenged me in ways I never thought
possible and I am truly inspired by
their determination, resiliency, and
commitment to changing their lives.
To learn more about Choices for Youth
and the Lilly Program please visit:
https://www.Choicesforyouth.ca/
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Issues
No Dogs Allowed! But what about my
Emotional Support Animal?
BY LISA WADE MSW, RSW
Having completed specialized training
in Animals and Human Health through
the University of Denver’s Graduate
School of Social Work, colleagues will
frequently contact me with questions
about therapy animals, service animals,
and emotional support animals. These
questions are primarily prompted by
a colleague’s client who is wanting
or needing an animal for support or
assistance. One of the most frequently
asked questions are those pertaining to
Emotional Support Animals (ESA’s). An
ESA is a companion animal or pet that
a medical professional has determined
greatly benefits an individual with a
mental or emotional disability (Leslie,
2017). These animals, which can
include dogs, cats, birds, lizards, etc.,
are not trained for specific commands
to assist their owner. Their primary
function is to provide emotional
support through companionship. ESA’s
do not have the same public access
as a Service Animal or an Assistance
Animal or even a Therapy Animal. In
Canada, ESA’s public access is very
limited.
“No Pet” Housing Policies
and ESA’s
The United States (US) has clear
legislation surrounding ESA’s for
housing with their Fair Housing
Amendment Act. This 1988 US Federal
amendment allows an individual, with
proper documentation, to have an ESA
in housing that has a “no pet” policy
(United Spinal Association, 2004). The

US legislation clearly recognizes the
importance of companion animals
living with their owners to support an
individual’s mental and/or emotional
well being. In Canada, housing
legislation falls under provincial
jurisdiction. Rules surrounding
companion animals or “pets” in most
Residential Tenancy Acts are governed
by the specific lease. The lease is
what governs in this situation, so if
the lease states “no pets”, then these
conditions must be followed, or the
tenant is not abiding by the contract.
In Newfoundland and Labrador (NL),
the Residential Tenancy Act (2018) is
the binding legislation for housing. If
a landlord in NL acknowledges no
animals or pets under “Additional
Tenant Obligations” in a Standard
Rental Agreement, an ESA is not
permitted (Residential Tenancy Act,
2018).
Housing rules, such as no animals
or pets, may at times have a
discriminatory effect on tenants who
require the use of a service animal or
an animal for support such as an ESA.
Service animals are not ESA’s and they
have their own specific legislation, the
NL Service Animal Act (2012), which
permits their access in all public places.
Animals which have not been trained

or certified as service animals, such
as ESA’s, may still provide support for
disability-related needs. Therefore,
people’s need to have these animals
or pets may be supported under
the Human Rights Act (2010). While
a landlord should accommodate a
tenant’s service animal, or an ESA,
the impact of these animals on other
tenants must be considered by the
landlord (Human Rights Commission,
2015). Therefore, a landlord may be
unable to accommodate or continue to
accommodate a service animal or an
ESA if the specific animal causes issues
for other tenants.
Air Transportation and ESA’s
In the US, there have been stories of
people travelling with ESA’s such as
chickens, snakes, goats, and in one case
a kangaroo. None of these animals
would be permitted on a Canadian
airline carrier due to their strict ESA
guidelines. Both Air Canada and
WestJet allow ESA’s on board with their
owner at no extra charge and they
do not count towards your carry-on
baggage allowance. However, these
airline carriers differ in what animals
they accept as an ESA. Air Canada
will only accept dogs as ESA’s, while
WestJet will allow dogs, and cats
and other “unusual animals” may be
accepted on a case-by-case basis.
Both airlines require a letter from a
licenced mental health professional
that states the traveller’s being
treated for an emotional disability
as recognized in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM). Other
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specific documentation is also
required. It is important for travellers
to check with the airline carrier well in
advance of travel to ensure they have
all required documents.
Certification Scams
There are several websites offering
to certify a companion animal as an
ESA for a fee. In Canada, ESA’s are
primarily covered under air travel.
Travellers are advised to check with
the specific airline carrier they plan
to use to inquire about their specific
policies regarding ESA’s before
money is transferred for an online
ESA certification. ESA’s do not have
access to public establishments such
as restaurants, educational facilities,
or shopping malls. So even if a dog

has a vest stating the animal is an
“Emotional Support Animal”, no public
establishment is required by law to
allow the animal access. Most of these
websites are scams and while they may
provide a legitimate looking certificate
and possibly a vest or badge, keep in
mind that these certificates, vests and
badges are not necessary, nor are they
required in Canada.
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NLASW Private Practice Roster
The NLASW maintains a voluntary roster of social work private practitioners. The following social workers have elected
to be included on the roster. They meet the criteria for private practice in the profession of social work in Newfoundland
& Labrador. Contact information for these social workers is available on our website - https://nlasw.ca/social-work-in-nl/
private-practice.
St. John’s Region

Diane Wamsteeker, MSW, RSW

Cyril McLaughlin, MSW, RSW

Maureen Barry, MSW, RSW

Jenny Wright, MSW, RSW

Marjorie Parsons, MSW, RSW
Ruth Parsons, PhD, RSW

Agatha Corcoran, MSW, RSW
Catherine de Boer, PhD, RSW

Eastern Region

Tobias Dunne, MSW, RSW

Wanda Green, MSW, RSW

Western Region

Darrell Hayward,

Georgina Mercer, MSW, RSW

Bonnie Hancock-Moore, MSW, RSW

BSW, RSW, M.Ed., CCC

Wanda O’Keefe, MSW, RSW

Barbara Lambe, BSW, RSW

Rosemary Lahey, MSW, RSW

Gladys Perry, MSW, RSW

Neil Stokes, MSW, RSW

Denise Lawlor, MSW, RSW
Greg McCann-Beranger, MSW, RSW

Central Region

Catherine Morris, MSW, RSW

Shannon Furey, MSW, RSW

Maxine Paul, MSW, RSW
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Social Justice

RSW Lucille Brennan pictured in TGP’s Clothing Boutique.

Valuing the Intrinsic Worth of All Persons:
Highlighting Lucille Brennan’s Work
at The Gathering Place
BY AMANDA COLLIER BA, BSW, RSW
This article was based on a personal
interview with Registered Social Worker
(RSW) Lucille Brennan on October 27,
2019.
The grass roots origin of social
work’s identity as a profession was
first and foremost based on values
of altruism, and principles of social
justice for marginalized individuals
falling through the cracks in society.
Lucille Brennan is a RSW and Guest
Support Lead at The Gathering Place
(TGP) in St. John’s. She exemplifies
the meaningful community work that
can be done when one’s own ethics
align with the values of compassion

and kindness that are central to TGP.
Lucille’s perspectives on working in
the face of adversity and being an ally,
offers valuable insight and mentorship
for social workers providing outreach
services to vulnerable populations in
front-line community agencies.
TGP is a vital non-profit organization
offering supports for those whose
basic needs are not being met in the
community. Founded in 1994 as a
joint project of the Sisters of Mercy
and the Sisters of Presentation, TGP
has grown with increased service
provision made possible by 51
employees and a volunteer base
of almost 2000 people. According
to Lucille, 65% of service users are

males over the age of 50, and 35%
are women. TGP receives 40%
of its funding from the provincial
government which pays only
salaries, and relies on fundraising and
donations to cover 60% operational
costs. Services are available to people
ages 25 and older, many of whom
are experiencing homelessness and
poverty, isolation, criminal convictions,
addictions, disabilities and mental
illness. Many are transient and come
from all parts of the province. The
organizations mission is to provide
barrier free street level supports for
marginalized individuals through
collaborative partnerships and
engagement. Lucille commends the
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community for coming together to
assist TGP in meeting its mission and
purpose.

and support. Lucille says that case
managers are vital to TGP as they
respond to emergent needs.

Programs are based on a community
health model where accessibility is
key. TGP operates a medical clinic
with access to doctors and nurses, a
foot care clinic, a dental office and
provides hair care. The meal program
is available 7 days a week, with 3
meals served daily. TGP provides
access to showers, a laundry room,
a common TV area and a clothing
boutique. Registered social workers
provide support and counseling on
site Monday to Friday. TGP has a
designated area for women, which
offers a safe space for victims of abuse
and those in street-level sex work.
Lucille says TGP has increased ease of
access to supports, with all services
centralized and provided from their
location on Military Road. TGP focuses
on restoring dignity, and as a standard,
Lucille says the term ‘service user’ is
replaced with ‘guest.’ The term ‘guest’
emphasizes acceptance and values of
compassion that guides how staff and
volunteers interact with those who
come to TGP.

Lucille is front-line watching which
guests are struggling. She refers to
Guest Support Workers as “unsung
heroes” whose primary interest is
helping and connecting with guests in
a meaningful way. Lucille’s days are
filled with many rewards, but the work
is equally challenging. She responds
regularly to those in crisis. Systemic
barriers are prevalent, and Lucille’s
advocacy is unwavering as she tries
to get someone off the streets into
a shelter. Addiction issues and prior
evictions are barriers for some trying
to access shelters. Some guests have
pets they do not want to leave, and
those from out of province are not
permitted to stay in local shelters.
Lucille affirms she tries to do all she
can, with what is available. If a shelter
cannot be found, TGP provides a
pillow, sleeping bag and dog food if
needed. Coffee shop cards are also
given to guests so they can stay warm
inside an establishment.

Programs offered aim to reduce
variable risks and improve the quality
of life for people in their day to day
situation. Lucille highlights the Case
Management Team as a gateway to
services for guests. She says that
a multidisciplinary approach best
ensures that people’s needs are met.
The team networks to address a
number of issues ranging from critical
illness, homelessness, housing and
furniture needs and transportation.
TGP focuses on improved primary
health care through an integrated
collaborative partnership with Eastern
Health. For those living with mental
illness and connected to the Assertive
Community Treatment (ACT) Team,
case managers make contact to ensure
guests receive needed medications

Lucille has gained insight from
her work at the TGP that capacity
increases with flexibility. She uses
the analogy of a tree in a storm to
describe her work. Lucille states “I
have to continually bend to avoid
being broken.” She says that TGP
mandate does not service youth.
However, if a young person requests
food, they are given something to
eat and referred to Choices for Youth.
Lucille says that for many, TGP offers
shelter from the streets and a place to
be safe. There are no permanent bans
from TGP. Lucille’s practice is guided
by a strengths-based and trauma
informed approach. Guests are
permitted to visit the boutique once a
month, which is stocked with donated
clothing, foot wear, hygiene products,
and household items. Everything
provided is free of cost. Lucille

accompanies guests and provides
assistance as they try on clothing and
browse the boutique. She says it’s an
empowering experience for those who
never get to shop and buy something
new.
Since the start of 2019, TGP has
served 120,000 free meals to those in
need. Guests line up and are served
from the buffet. Lucille urges staff
and volunteers to serve where there is
an opportunity. For those noticeably
struggling, she asks helpers to assist
people with taking a seat and to
bring them their coffee or tea. Lucille
relays that acceptance and respect
is something many guests do not
receive in the community. She says
these sentiments can lift the spirits
of those struggling. Lucille views
her role as a privilege in that she is
out of an office, and on the floor
getting to know people. Relationship
building is a key focus of all social
work practice. Lucille says that when
trust is established, people feel more
comfortable asking for the help they
need. When asked what guests would
say about TGP, Lucille puts into her
own words that everyone is accepted.
She affirms at TGP “we love you, we
value you, and we will be kind to you.”
For additional information:
The Gathering Place
Phone: 709-753-3234
Email: info@gatheringsstjohns.ca
Website: https://kindnesswanted.ca/
REFERENCES
Jennissen, T. & Lundy, C. (n.d.). Keeping Sight of
Social Justice: 80 Years of Building CASW. Retrieved
from https://www.casw-acts.ca/sites/default/files/
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School
News from the Memorial University
School of Social Work
BSW, MSW and PhD News
We welcomed 71 new BSW firstdegree and second-degree students in
September 2019.
Recent BSW graduate Alyssa King
became the first and only social
work student in Memorial’s inaugural
master of business administration in
social enterprise and entrepreneurship
(MBA-SEE) program. The MBA-SEE
is the only MBA program in Canada
purposefully designed to prepare
students to become a new kind
of leader for a new way of doing
business – one that is based on the
three pillars of sustainability: people,
planet and profits. With a focus on
preparing business leaders who are
committed to sustainable and social
business practices, the 12-month, fulltime program includes a four-month
internship and allows students to gain
business skills through the lens of
sustainability and social enterprise.

of socio-economic integration of
immigrants and refugees. This interest
evolved through work with United
Nations International Children’s
Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and the Red
Cross Society in Nepal. Professor Karki
brings extensive pedagogical teaching
experiences gained from more than
two decades of teaching across Asia
and North America including in Nepal,
China, Hong Kong, Macao, the USA and
Canada.

Field Education News
During the third annual Field Education
Recognition event on October 31,
this year held at Memorial’s Signal
Hill Campus, we celebrated the 50th
Anniversary of Field Education. A few
historical highlights:
• 1968 – Frank Turner, in his work
to establish a BSW program at
Memorial, saw the necessity of field
education as part of that program, as
evidenced in his report to Senate and
in memoranda distributed to faculty.
• March 1969 – Turner leads a
weekend-long workshop to prepare
Welfare Officers of the provincial
department to act as Field
Instructors.
• October 1969 – First fieldwork
instructors appointed.

During the fall 2019 convocation, 21
MSW students graduated - the most
MSW students ever graduating at one
time!

• 1970 – Memorial social work
students are some of the first at
Harlow Campus in England. Alan
Gorst, who was tapped early on by
Frank Turner in 1968 as a potential
faculty member, acts as Field
Coordinator.

The newest PhD cohort of nine
students, whom we welcomed in the
spring, successfully completed the
first of their two required six-week
residencies.

• 1976 – Bernice Morgan, later
author of Random Passage, writes
a piece interviewing social work
students who are currently on field
placements.

Faculty News

Dr. Dennis Kimberley.
Photo by Rich Blenkinsopp.

In the fall, we welcomed our newest
faculty member, Karun Karki. A
doctoral candidate at Wilfrid Laurier
University, Professor Karki has an
interest in a deeper understanding

Congratulations to Dr. Dennis
Kimberley who was recognized as
professor emeritus during the fall
convocation, after over 30 years of
service to Memorial.

The realm of field education at the
school has since evolved to include a
separate field education program, with
a field education manager, two field
education coordinators and a parttime administrative assistant.
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field instructors, agency mentors and
field education coordinators use this
database prior to and throughout
student practica to more efficiently
and effectively complete administrative
tasks. Many other universities across
Canada and the United States currently
use this database for completion of
applications for field practica, field
education forms, learning contracts,
evaluations and keeping practicum and
contact information up-to-date.
Visiting Aboriginal Elders Pilot
Project

L-R: Carolyn Bruss, Raylene Noftall. Missing from photo:
Richard Lamb. Photo submitted by Laura Woodford.
New Professional Associates
Three new Professional Associates of
Memorial University were honoured at
the event as well. The opportunity to
be appointed as Professional Associates
with Memorial University enables field
instructors with the school to access
the university’s library resources, which
will support them in their contribution
to the professional and educational
development of social work students
during the three-year, renewable
appointment. Congratulations and
thank you to Carolyn Bruss, Raylene
Noftall and Richard Lamb!
Staffing News
We welcomed recent MSW grad
Mandy Penney in the fall to take on
the maternity leave field education
coordinator position while Lynsey
Soper-Thistle is busy with little Wesley
George!
Dr. Sheri McConnell assumed a threeyear position as assistant professor in
January 2020. June Kirkland-Smith
was the successful candidate for Dr.
McConnell’s field education coordinator
position, and we are delighted to

welcome Ms. Kirkland-Smith for that
term appointment. Most recently
a teaching term instructor with the
school, Ms. Kirkland-Smith has worked
in the community with several agencies
and in private practice. She has been
employed with Eastern Health for 25
years, where she has worked in mental
health and addictions with children for
most of that time and most recently
as program coordinator, central intake
(children) for about nine years.
CSSD Partnership
Our partnership with the Department
of Children, Seniors and Social
Development on a pilot project to
place students in rural, remote Inuit
and Innu communities in Labrador for
their field practicums continues. Two
students completed their practicums
in Natuashish during the fall semester
and two will be in Hopedale during the
winter 2020 semester.
Online Internship Placement
Tracking Database
In 2019, we began using our new online
Internship Placement Tracking (IPT)
database. BSW and MSW students,

The Visiting Aboriginal Elders Pilot
Project 2019-2020 was co-created
between Memorial University’s
School of Social Work and the
Aboriginal Resource Office. The goal
of the project is to provide outcome
information that will help establish an
ongoing Elders in Residence program
for the University. Since winter 2019,
Elders and Traditional Knowledge
Keepers from the Mi’kmaq, Innu and
Inuit communities of Newfoundland
and Labrador have visited the School of
Social Work to share their knowledge
through cultural teaching activities
such as talking circles, Elders’ tea time/
luncheons, storytelling and traditional
drumming and singing. An Elder
on campus helps foster culturally
affirming learning environments
for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
students, faculty and members of the
university community – thus providing
a significant contribution towards the
decolonization and Indigenization of
Memorial University.
Stay in Touch!
Don’t miss out on continuing education
opportunities, job opportunities,
networking, connecting with former
classmates, and social events. Update
your profile at https://www.mun.ca/
alumni/info/ and be sure to follow us
on social media - Facebook: www.
facebook.com/MUNScwk, Twitter: @
MUNScwk for all the latest
news and events.
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Reflections
A Social Worker in Privacy
BY MALLARY MCGRATH BSW, RSW
Privacy. We all want it. It’s a human
right (Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, n.d.).
Data is constantly being generated.
Even on your commute to work your
smartphone may have tracked your
route, a wearable fitness tracking
device recorded and stored your
heartrate, you likely passed a video
surveillance system, a dashcam,
used an app to purchase a coffee,
etc. There are an infinite amount
of ways that data is being recorded
about our behaviors and there is no
doubt that many of these systems
and conveniences are beneficial.
However, protecting this information is
paramount as the amount of recorded
data soars.
It is an exciting time to work in the field
of privacy and health care, especially
as technology permits the use of tools
such as Telehealth, Remote Patient
Monitoring, Electronic Health Records,
and Electronic Medical Records.
Having worked in a privacy role
in health care organizations for
approximately 2 years, there are many
correlations to be found between the
values of social work and those of
privacy. While there are 6 core values
to social work, there are 10 privacy
principles that have been outlined by
the Canadian Standards Association
Model Code for the Protection of
Personal Information (The 10 Privacy
Principles of PIPEDA, 2015). These
principles include:
1. Accountability
		
2. Identifying Purpose		
3. Consent 			
4. Limiting Collection		

5. Limiting Use, Disclosure and
Retention
6. Accuracy
7. Safeguards
8. Openness
9. Individual Access
10. Challenging Compliance
As a Regional Privacy Officer in the
Privacy, Planning and Performance
Department of Eastern Health, it is the
responsibility of my colleagues and I to
ensure health information is protected
through privacy policies, security
measures, as well as the commitment
of employees that align with the above
principles and applicable legislation. I
also help manage information breaches
if they occur, respond appropriately
to requests for information, review
audits of personal health information
and provide privacy guidance when
questions arise. I also converse with
The Office of the Information Privacy
Commissioner (OIPC), an independent
office with oversight of the Access
to Information and Protection of
Privacy Act (ATIPPA) and the Personal
Health Information Act (PHIA) of
Newfoundland and Labrador.
Upon hire to Eastern Health, all
staff are required to sign an oath of
confidentiality and receive education
on the importance of privacy. We
respect the right to confidential health
care for all patients, residents, and
clients. Protecting such personal
health information, ensuring that
everyone has their privacy protected
and have access to their own
information upon request, is critical as
individuals entrust us with their most
private, sensitive health information so
that the most appropriate health care
can be provided.

RSW Mallary McGrath
Privacy and confidentiality of personal
health information fosters respect
for everyone who seeks care at our
facilities and helps to create a safe
health care environment. Each patient
has the right to request an audit,
which is a copy of all users who have
accessed their electronic medical
record. Patients can also request a
copy of their personal medical record
upon completing a consent to release
information form.
The social work values that I carry
with me most on this privacy journey
include confidentiality (of course!),
social justice, integrity and respect.
Privacy is a part of our many human
rights and ensuring that all individuals
have the right to confidential health
care is a value that I carry with me
each day.
REFERENCES
The 10 Privacy Principles of PIPEDA, 2015. Retrieved
from http://www.privacysense.net/10-privacyprinciples-of-pipeda/
Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
(n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.un.org/
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Promotion
How do Social Workers Show Pride
and Promote the Social Work Profession?
BY KIM KELLY MEd, BSW, RSW
As I write this article, I watch the lovely
fall colors that are proudly displayed
upon the earth. Fall is a time to say
goodbye to warm summer days and to
prepare for the upcoming winter. Like
the earth shows its pride through the
vibrant colors, social workers show
their pride in the social work profession
through words and actions in their
professional roles and everyday life.
The question is how do we show pride?
When should we show our pride? When
was the last time we intentionally
showed pride or even thought about
pride in the profession? As pride is
generally not a topic of discussion in the
lunch room or in daily meetings with
colleagues and other professionals, we
asked social workers in attendance at the
2019 Social Work Month breakfast in St.
John’s to share how they show pride in
the profession.
Here is what was shared by some of
the social workers - I demonstrate
pride in my profession:
“in every interaction every day… ”
When “I acknowledge and celebrate the
knowledge and skills of my fellow social
workers”

“I write RSW on all letters” and “include
RSW in my signature”

at Eastern Health through e-mails,
newsletters, educations events”

“through my actions”

“I acknowledge the privilege of being a
social worker”

“I display my registration, RSW pin and
degree proudly”
“I am a dedicated field instructor
for budding social work students…I
participate regularly in many functions
to celebrate my profession”
Social work colleagues also shared
how they promote the social work
profession. Here is some of what was
shared - I promote the profession:
“by explaining what social workers do
and sharing the extensive and important
role of social work”
“by sharing information …on the
importance, benefits of registration”
“through exploring social work as a
career path…Many students are surprised
to learn about the diverse range of roles
and practice areas”
“most days on social media I share
something related to social work and the
work I did in the hopes that it might help
one person”
When “I promote CE events …and
committees”

“… by advocating for inclusion of
individuals of all abilities”

When “I write in Connecting Voices and
encourage colleagues to write an article”

“when I stand up for my convictions …as
I live social work ethics”

When “I support graduate students …
who are seeking to improve skills and
abilities to better serve individuals and
groups…”

“I wear my RSW lanyard and pin daily”
“…by …reminding students about what
an awesome profession they are in”
“I make a specific point to introduce
myself as a Registered Social Worker to
clients, family, co-workers, colleagues…I
avoid” using “the generic terms of
counsellor or clinician”

By “…mentoring, educating, coaching the
next generation of social workers, role
modelling,…speaking up and speaking
out”
“I speak about the profession regularly”
I “share achievements of social workers

“…by pushing the boundaries or what my
team understands social work can do. I
do education sessions for my team and
present in the community”
“I live, breathe and promote social work
every day…be it the small words to those
in the community or how we interact
with families…”
“promoting optimal health and
encouraging others to do the same” I
“model the behaviours you want to see.
Be the change”
“…I take every opportunity to help
others understand the life of a social
worker”
“by abiding by the Code of Ethics and
Standards of Practice in all interactions”
“when I speak about issues related to
social work in the media”
Why then is it important that social
workers show pride and promote the
profession? As social workers, we must
make every effort to show pride because
social work is a profession to be proud
of. As we were reminded above, we
must seize every opportunity to promote
the profession in every interaction, in
every deed. Every day when we proudly
wear our RSW lanyard and identify as
a social worker, we have an obligation
to promote the work of social work.
Take pride and be proud to promote the
wonderful profession that is social work!
My name is Kim Kelly and I am proud to
say I am a Registered Social Worker.
Wherever you work and whatever
you do, may pride in the profession
be always with you!
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Innovation
Memphis Model:
A Collaborative Approach to Crisis Intervention
BY JENNIFER MARSHALL MSW, RSW
& MAUREEN MOORES BSW, RSW
The Mental Health Crisis Line began
in 1996 and was originally operated
by Health and Community Services.
It was located on St. Clare Avenue
in St. John’s, and in addition to calls
from across the province, clinicians
took walk-ins at the Centre and made
a 24-hour crisis bed available. The
staff consisted of both clinicians and
volunteers. The goal at that time was
to provide crisis intervention, crisis
assessment and resource counselling.
From the start, the need for the Crisis
Line was demonstrated through the
number of calls that were received,
which was approximately 10, 000
annually.
The Crisis Line continued to evolve,
eventually offering mobile visits which
consisted of 2 clinicians providing crisis
intervention in the community 3 days
per week. The Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary (RNC) would often be
called to accompany clinicians on
these visits. Although this brought
crisis counselling to clients in St. John’s
and surrounding areas, concerns were
identified from the RNC, persons living
with mental illness and community
stakeholders representing the group.
Many saw the identifiable RNC
presence as a drawback that would
add stigma to accessing mental health
services.
In 2013, a collaboration between
Justice, Health Care and community
partners resulted in looking at a more
effective way to provide this mobile
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service. Research was conducted
with a focus on looking at the various
models used in Canada and worldwide
in responding to crisis. Literature
reviews and other data collection
brought the group to focus on the
Memphis Model.

piece to a police officer and clinician
in our team. A Regional Coordinator
was hired to work with and advise
teams in other regions and to begin to
track data, supervise the team, and to
arrange education and outreach on a
regular basis.

A key component of the Memphis
Model is community collaboration
between mental health providers, law
enforcement, and family and consumer
advocates. This group examines local
systems to determine the community’s
needs, agrees on strategies for meeting
those needs and organizes police
training. Another component of this
model is a 40-hour Crisis Intervention
Training (CIT) program for law
enforcement officers that includes:

The RNC joined with the Mental
Health Crisis Team after completing
the training and worked shadowing
the team for 2 months. In March
2019, with 24 officers trained in St.
John’s, 7 trained in Labrador West,
the teams began. Labrador’s model
reflected their own resources, with
police remaining in uniform and
attending calls jointly with Mental
Health Clinicians. St John’s was
fortunate to have vehicles donated
from community partners which can
be used as a “mobile office”.

• basic information about mental
illnesses and how to recognize them;
• information about the local mental
health system and local laws, learning
first hand from consumers about
their experiences;
• verbal de-escalation training and role
plays to practice the skills learned.
It was decided to model the
Newfoundland and Labrador Crisis
Teams after the Mobile Crisis Team in
Halifax, which also uses the Memphis
Model. The Halifax team consists of
police officers in plain clothes and
clinicians permanently assigned to the
Mobile Crisis Response Team (MCRT).
After a combined justice/health visit
to the Halifax Team in 2014, the work
towards getting a similar team up and
running in St. John’s began in earnest,
with continued work with all RNC
jurisdictions, Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP), other Regional Heath
Authorities, community stakeholders
and persons with lived experience in
our communities.
The CIT trainers from Halifax provided
training to 24 RNC officers in St.
John’s along with a “train the trainer”

Corner Brook was trained by the St.
John’s “Train the Trainer” CIT Team in
February 2019 and they began their
MCRT in June 2019. Mental health
training was provided to RCMP in
Gander and Grand Falls in June 2019
and it is hoped that they will also
develop a team to jointly respond to
crisis in their communities.
Mobile visits in the St. John’s region
have tripled since this new partnership
began. CIT continues to be offered
to clinicians and police officers on a
regular basis. We have also increased
outreach and education and have
begun a Coping Skills Group. As of
November 2019, all staff were trained
in critical incident debriefing, and
we in turn will bring this training to
other regions in spring 2020. Our
team also operates a Police Consult
Line, whereby officers can call for
consultation when responding to a
mental health call in the community.
We continue to evolve and offer
community resources and crisis
intervention where and when needed.
This supports the “Towards Recovery”

Mental Health and Addictions Action
Plan for Newfoundland and Labrador.
We are currently well into an
evaluation that is guided by our multi
stakeholder Operations Committee
and we strive to share any knowledge
we have with other teams outside
NL that look to us for guidance. We
believe that this new collaborative
service has benefited our community
through allowing more people to
access the service, reducing stigma,
and helping to prevent unnecessary
detentions and presentations to
hospital in keeping with a stepped care
approach.

The 24-hour
Provincial Mental Health
Crisis Line
can be reached at
1-888-737-4668.
____________________
The Mobile Crisis
Response Team
operates daily from
9am to 11pm
St. John’s Region
10am to 10pm
Corner Brook
2pm to 10pm
Labrador West
REFERENCE
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (2017).
The way forward towards recovery: The mental
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pdf/mentalhealth_addictions_plan.pdf.
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Book Review
The Truth About Stories:
A Native Narrative by Thomas King
This book review has been submitted
by the author for publication
in Connecting Voices. This is a
condensed version of a book review
that was originally published in
Intersectionalities, MUN’s School of
Social Work online journal (Vol. 4, No
1, 2015).
BY SHARI FITZGERALD
B.Sc., BSW, MASP, RSW
In The Truth about Stories: A Native
Narrative, King (2003) offers an
insightful examination of discourse and
narrative knowledge as it is devised
and shaped within Anglo-patriarchal
society. King adds to dialog pertaining
to Indigenous culture and civilization
by making shrewd use of storytelling
in the conveyance of omnipresent
power at every level of the social body.
King explores how the telling and
retelling of social narratives shape how
individuals perceive and understand
their subjective realities, and references
anecdotal accounts to elucidate
injustice pervasive in contemporary
society.
Beginning with personal reflections
and recitations from his family,
King draws upon his upbringing
to illustrate the manifestation of
Indigenous discrimination and
oppression. By embedding his
own childhood familiarities in the
narrative of Indigenous inequality,
King exemplifies the rooted prevalence
of social injustice, enticing readers
to examine the value of stories in
the persistence of ingrained racial
biases. Exploring the concept of
discourse and utilizing storytelling

as a mechanism for social change,
King prompts necessary reflection
around the perseverance of oppressive
dichotomies that undermine
Indigenous people. Reminiscent of
theoretical contributions by Foucault
(1981) and Fook (2012), King exposes
the detrimental impacts of binary
thinking by framing the narrow scope
of dichotomization as impediment to
ethical social work practice.
King’s work is especially poignant as it
delves into the impacts of Indigenous
oppression and the processes by
which meaning is derived from shared
stories of labor exploitation, racism,
and cultural destruction. Astutely,
King (2003) notes, if we “stopped
telling stories and reading the books,
we would discover that neglect is
as powerful an agent as war and
fire” (p. 98). King utilizes politicized
stories of Indigenous history — a
complex history of harm echoed by
Blackstock (2009) — to signify global
responsibility toward the pursuit of
knowledge amidst a ‘friendly’ form
of victimization. This, sometimes
invisible, racism acts to reinforce
the societal structures that ostracize
Indigenous people as “less than
citizens” and dictate their sense of
truth (Mullings, 2012, pp. 95–109).
Over the course of six chapters, King
highlights the importance of stories in
affecting individuals’ characterization
of their existence. Illuminated by
examples of environmental crisis,
the public’s hands-free approach to
inaction and his personal excuses for
disengagement, King teases out the
dynamics of ethical leadership and

the processes by which social change
emerges. Certainly, being able to tell
the tale is the first step in identifying
need for change; but is that enough? Is
there a sense of ethical accountability
hidden within all of us from which
we ever so rationally disassociate
ourselves? King (2003) himself admits,
“I find it easier to tell myself the story
of my failure as a friend, as a human
being, than to have to live the story of
making the sustained effort to help” (p.
166). Perhaps we all can relate.
Yet, simply knowing inequality and
oppression exists is not enough. As
guided by the Canadian Association of
Social Workers Code of Ethics (2005),
social workers are responsible not
only for expanding their professional
knowledge, but for challenging social
injustice. As seen in social workers’
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response to the residential school
system and the horrific impacts on
Indigenous culture, even those who are
ethically bound to propel change risk
accepting a narrative that displaces
blame on the sensibilities of an era
rather than engaging in progressive
action (Blackstock, 2009). While
King’s sentiment is meaningful in
that it stresses the importance of
sharing knowledge of social inequality
through ongoing discourse, taking an
active approach to reconciliation is
paramount.
Taken together, The Truth About Stories:
A Native Narrative explores how
stories shape individuals and influence
how each person understands and
interacts with the world around them.
Utilizing the literary technique of
storytelling, King crafts a postmodern
expedition through the deconstruction

of Indigenous discrimination,
accentuating the ways stories shape
policies, value systems, and individual
orientations that guide social work
practice. From King’s perspective,
the power of storytelling must not be
understated as it plays a significant
role in forming each person’s epistemic
lens.
King’s literary contribution begs critical
reflection amongst practitioners and
policymakers regarding postmodern
discourse and socio-political
constructions influencing systems of
oppression for Indigenous populations.
Social workers must refrain from
accepting dominant, unitary
interpretations of understanding as the
master story and be prepared to look
outside powered ‘expertise’ to analyze
their own vantage points in the pursuit
of client empowerment and social

change (Milner & O’Byrne, 2009).
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2020 Online
Registration Renewal

MyNLASW.ca

• MyNLASW will begin accepting
renewals for the 2020
registration year mid-January.
• Members will be notified by
email when the online system
is opened.
• The deadline to complete
renewal is February 15, 2020
(midnight Island time). A late
fee will be applied to renewals
received after this date.
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